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SummaryD3.js in Action is a practical tutorial for creating interactive graphics and data-driven
applications using D3.js. You'll start with in-depth explanations of D3's out-of-the-box layouts,
along with dozens of practical use cases that align with different types of visualizations. Then,
you'll explore practical techniques for content creation, animation, and representing dynamic
data—including interactive graphics and data streamed live over the web. The final chapters
show you how to use D3's rich interaction model as the foundation for a complete web
application. In the end, you'll be ready to integrate D3.js into your web development process and
transform any site into a more engaging and sophisticated user experience.Purchase of the print
book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.About
the TechnologyD3.js is a JavaScript library that allows data to be represented graphically on a
web page. Because it uses the broadly supported SVG standard, D3 allows you to create
scalable graphs for any modern browser. You start with a structure, dataset, or algorithm and
programmatically generate static, interactive, or animated images that responsively scale to any
screen.About the BookD3.js in Action introduces you to the most powerful web data
visualization library available and shows you how to use it to build interactive graphics and data-
driven applications. You'll start with dozens of practical use cases that align with different types
of charts, networks, and maps using D3's out-of-the-box layouts. Then, you'll explore practical
techniques for content design, animation, and representation of dynamic data—including
interactive graphics and live streaming data.What's InsideInteracting with vector
graphicsExpressive data visualizationCreating rich mapping applicationsPrepping your
dataComplete data-driven web apps in D3Readers need basic HTML, CSS, and JavaScript
skills. No experience with D3 or SVG is required.About the AuthorElijah Meeks is a senior data
visualization engineer at Netflix. His D3.js portfolio includes work at Stanford University and with
well-known companies worldwide.Table of ContentsPART 1 D3.JS FUNDAMENTALSAn
introduction to D3.jsInformation visualization data flowData-driven design and interactionPART 2
THE PILLARS OF INFORMATION VISUALIZATIONChart componentsLayoutsNetwork
visualizationGeospatial information visualizationTraditional DOM manipulation with D3PART 3
ADVANCED TECHNIQUESComposing interactive applicationsWriting layouts and
componentsBig data visualizationD3.js on mobile (available online only)

About the AuthorElijah Meeks is a software developer and researcher at Stanford University. His
D3.js portfolio includes work with ORBIS and Kindred Britain.
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Kelly Drescher, “Book wanted by colleague. User asked for this.”

Bryson Bergquist, “Visual this (data)!. Elijah Meeks’ D3.js in Action (D3iA) reflects how
amazingly feature-rich D3 is; in some senses, it’s like trying to take a drink from a fire hose.
There’s a lot to D3.js and this book covers it! Not to worry, though; Elijah guides you through
D3’s many features with extensive, well-documented examples.I have done some charting in my
career but D3iA opened my eyes to the expansive world of data/information visualization. Yes,
D3iA covers the basics (things I already knew about) like line, bar, stacked bar, pie charts and
histograms and some variations of the basics (e.g., donut/ring charts and exploded pie charts).
But I also learned about more advanced charting techniques like pack and tree (dendograms)
layouts for representing hierarchical data, streamgraphs, Sankey diagrams, creating Word
clouds, network diagrams (force-directed layouts, adjacency matrices and arc diagrams).As
software engineers, D3iA guides us to the best methods we should employ to represent the
types of data we’re working with (just because you can represent data in a certain way, doesn’t
mean that you should do it that way).The book devotes an entire chapter to geospatial
information visualization; not only can you implement your standard mapping; you can also plot
information on those maps (à la push pins on the maps of yesteryear).D3iA also discusses using
HTML5’s canvas in collaboration with SVG.Now that I have done the 30,000 foot “flyover”, I plan
to go through the book a second time and dive more deeply into each of the examples. There’s
a lot to digest!Interspersed throughout, as well as at the very end of, the print book (there is a
bonus chapter on the web about data/informationvisualization on mobile devices), Elijah gives
excellent resources (books as well as URLs) where you can learn more about data/information
visualization in general as well as examples of cool things you can do with D3.js itself. I would
like to explore these in more depth as well.As I mentioned before, there is a bonus chapter on
the web about data/information visualization on mobile devices. Elijah goes into detail not only
about UI (User Interface) issues when transitioning from desktop to mobile but also about but
UX (User Experience) issues as well including various touch gestures like one-finger panning,
pinch to zoom and three-finger rotating. I especially appreciated his recommendation to
visualize relations between touch events using SVG lines. He also covered responsive web
design which is critical when dealing with screen sizes for various mobile devices (e.g., tablets
vs. smart phones).One enhancement I would suggest is to have a glossary of the various terms
that were introduced in the book. This can easily be rectified in the next edition of the book (hint,
hint).I recommend D3.js in Action; if you’re a beginner, though, take it slowly so you can sip from
the firehose and savor the beauty (bouquet?) of D3!Art Bergquist”

john david lovelock, “Had hoped for more instruction on data handling in D3 .... Had hoped for
more instruction on data handling in D3 - connecting to multiple types of data stores (JSON,



CVS, real time feeds, etc) and more sources of data. It is well suited for learning D3 structure
and features.”

The book by Kathi Wagner has a rating of  5 out of 3.4. 36 people have provided feedback.
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